
Key Concents / Video Parameters

. Codec - The language in which the video data is written
Example: H.264
AKA: Compressor, format, encoder

. File Type - The package in which the video data is wrapped
Example: .mo% .m4v,.avi, .mkv
AI(A: Wrapper, file extension

. Dimensions - How many pixels comprise the width and height of the imag,
Examples: 19 20x108 0, t280x7 20, 7 20x480

. AI(A: Resolution, size
Related concept Aspect ratio (width:height usually 15:9 or 4:3)

. Frame Rate - How many still images per second makeup the video image
Examples: 1 5 fps, 29.97 fps, 3 Ofps, 60fps
Related concepts: Progressive vs. interlaced

. Bit Rate - How much data per second is available for video information
Examples: 600kbs, 1500kbs, 10mbs, 200mbs

Different parameters are best for different scenarios. Optimum parameters for
playback on a local device itiffer greatly from those for streaming playback ov
the internets or for those for frame accurate video editing.

Common tools for video acquisition and transcoding

. Handbrake - http://handbrake.fil
Use: Ripping DVDs, transcoding video files for streaming or local
playback

. MPEG Streamclip - http://www.squared5.com/
Use: Video playback, video transcoding for streaming, local playbac
or editing simple edits and trims

. Easy YouTube Downloader and Video Download Helper - google them
Firefox extensions for downloading internet videos

. Snapz ProX - http:/fwww.ambrosiasw,com
Use: Screencapture software for Macs

. VLC Player - http://www.videolan.org/vlc/
Use: Plays almost everything including DVDs from all regions
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Final Cut Pro - The Basics

This documentwill help getyou up and running. Terms marked with a * are defined
and discussed in the'Notes and Explanations'section.

1) SETUP - Taking time for proper setup is crucial. Be deliberate and organized.

. 'Create 
a folder where you'll store your PROfECT FILE* and all of your MEDIA*

e Open Final CutPro (FCP)
r Save your new, 'untitled' project in your folder with an appropriate name
. Set SCRATCH DISKS* - From the'Final Cut Pro'menu, choose'system settings'

then in the 'Scratch Disks' tab set your scratch disk to be the folder you just
created.

2) WORKSPACE - Learningyourway around
cdPn Fth Edr

Browser - Top left window. Where you access and organize your media
into BINS. Create and maintain SEQUENCES*. Access the EFFECTS* tab.
Viewer - Top middle window. Where you preview your clips and media,
make changes to them, and decide which parts you want to use in your
sequence.
Timeline* - Bottom window. Where you putyour movie together,
manipulating the audio and video in your sequence.
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. Canvas - Where you see the result of the work you're doing, If the viewer is

for looking at one piece at a time, the canvas is where you see how all the
pieces are fitting together.

ASSET ACQUISITION - Gettingyour stuff into FCP

. Importing - From the'file'menu choose'import' and then'files'or'folder'.

Importing is used when you want to work with files that you already have on
your computer. You should put all the files you want to work with into your
project folder before you import them. Importing them will not change their
actual location on your computer or their original properties. (*see notes on
what kinds of files are compatible with FCP)

. Log and Capture I Logand Transfer - Both are found in the'file'menu.

These options are used when you want to work with footage that is still on
your camera. Both options allowyou to pickwhatyou want to bt'ing in from
your camera, and will put the movie files into your SCMTCH DISK and allow
you to work with them in FCP. Use LOG AND CAPTURE when working with a
TAPE camera. Use Log and Transfer with DISK BASED cameras. NOTE that
some disk based cameras require you to transfer footage from the camera to
your computer using a different process and are NOT directly compatible
with FCP.

EDITING - Chop it up, move it around, fit it together. Smooth.

. Name your SEQUENCE in the BROWSER. Double click to open it in the
TIMELINE. (Note, at this point you should decide if you want to SET THE SEQUENCE
SETTINGS MANUALLY{'using a Preset, or, allow FCP to setyour SEQUENCE SETTINGS
automatically the first time you add a clip)

. SET IN AND OUT POINTS IN THE VIEWER - Double click on a clip in the
BR0WSER to load it into the VIEWER. Preview your clip by playing forward
and backward. Find the point where you want to start using the clip and set
the 'ln Point' by pressing 'l' on the keyboard. Find the point you want to stop

4)
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using ig and set the 'Out Point' by pressing 'O'. Then click and hold on the
video in the viewer to then drag it down and place it where you want in your
sequence. You can use multiple pieces of the clip. *(See more notes on
working with clips in the VIEWER)

ADD AND ADIUST CLIPS IN THE TIMELINE - When you bring the selected
part of your clip down into your sequence in the timeline window, you'll see
that it consists of a video track and usually two audio tracks. Video tracks are
on the top, audio on the bottom. You then use the following tools to adjust
your clips and move them around

Selection Tool - move clips around, drag out head or tail

Select Track Tool - Single arrow forward or backward,
multiple arrow forward or bachuard. Lets you select and
move everything on one or all tracks.

Razor Blade Tool - to cut a clip up in the timeline.

Pen Tool - Lets you mark points and then adjust OPACITY and
AUDIO LEVELS when OVERLAYS are turned on.

3
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OVERTAYS - By turning clip overlays on, you get a line on your
audio and video clips in the timeline that lets you adjust either the audio levels or
the video clips opacity using the pen tool. ,

. Transitions - You can 'drarn/ in simple fades by putting your clips onto
different tracks, overlapping thenr, and adjusting the Ievels with the pen tool.

OR when clips are on the SAME TMCK you can simply place a transition on
the point where they meet by dragging it from the video or audio 'transitions'

folder on the EFFECTS TAB in the browser.

Effects - You can add all sorts of effects to your clips. They are found in the
'video filters'folder of the'effects'tab. Simply drag them onto the desired
clips in your timeline (or in the browser before you add them to the
timeline), then double click the clip to bring it into the viewer, and then
adjust the parameters of the effect in the'filters tab'. You can distort the
image, change the color, and more.

Motion - You can create motion effects by adjusting values in the 'motion'

tab of a clip in the viewer. Change scale, rotation, perspective and position.
Animate them overtime by adding KEY FMMES for each parameter and
giving it different values at each KEY FRAME.
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o Rendering - If you see a red line above your tracks in the timeline, or do not
see playback in the canvas, you may need to RENDERyoUT sequence. This
could be because you have added effects, or because your clip has dift
settings than your sequence. Under'sequence' menu, chose'Render' ('All'or
'Selection')

5) Finishing - Making your movie into a movie you can share.

Now that you have all of your pieces put together nice and smooth in your sequence,
you have to get them out into a unified format so that you can share them. You can
"PRINT TO VIDEO" if you need to put record it directly onto a tape. Otherwise:

. EXPORT QUICKTIME MOVIE - In the'File'menu, under'export'. Use this
when you want a self-contained QuickTime movie based on the settings of
your sequence. May produce a very large file, but will be at FULL
RESOLUTION as long as you choose'Use Current Settings'. Make sure to
include audio and video, and to'Make Movie Self-Contained'.

EXPORT USING QUICKTIME CONVERSION - Also in the'file menu'. Use this
if you want to make a smaller file for use on computers, but still of high
quality. You can upload this to YouTube. Under the'format'option chose
'iPhone'.

5
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. EXPORT USING COMPRESSOR - In the'f i le menu'under'export'as well.
COMPRESSOR is a whole other application that works with FCP. Use it if
you need to prep your files for DVD or want to be able to make more
detailed choices about how you exportyour project. It has lots of useful
presets.

Many DVD creation programs can use your QUICKTIME MOVIE.

NOTES AND EXPLANATIONS
(in order of appearance in handout)

. PROIECT FILE - Your FCP Project File is where you do all your work. Right.
It is important to understand that it does not actually CONTAIN any of your
media assets. It simply creates references to all of the bits and pieces you
are working with, and how you are manipulating them to fit them all
together into a movie. Changes you make in the project file do not effect the
original pieces themselves

. MEDIA - Refers to any of the assets or elements you work with in FCP.
Video clips, music files, sound effects, still images, animation files are all
types of media.

. SCMTCH DISKS - As you work in FCP, the program is creating lots of
information about what you're doing. Scratch disks are where it puts that
info. When you RENDE& it creates render files and puts them here. Most
importantly, when you CAPTURE footage, it will go to your scratch disk.

. SEQUENCES - These are files within your project file where you do most of
your actual editing work. You view them and work with them in the
TIMELINE WINDOW. You can have as many sequences as you want within a
single project. You might create different sequences for different parts of
your movie, then create a new sequence where you combine all the parts
from the other sequences. It can also be helpful to duplicate sequences at
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various stages ofyour project so that you can keep older versions ofyour
work in case you want to go back to something the way it was before
making lots of complex changes.

EFFECTS - Video and Audio filters can add a lot of different effects to your
work. Most effects have unique controls and can be changed over time
using key frames. The 3 Way Color Corrector is very useful for adjusting the
color and brightness of an image. The Low Shelf Audio Filter is useful for
removing bad wind noise from sound, or rumbling truck motors and sounds
in the low registers. Play around with the different effects to see what they
do.

TIMELINE WINDOW - You have multiple video tracks on the top, and audio
tracks on the bottom. You can have many tracks of both varieties. You can
stack clips on top of each other. For video, whichever one is on top will be
visible. If you crop the top clip fin motion settings) or reduce it's opacity,
you will see both clips. The numbers across the top of the timeline window
indicate the time. The yellow triangle with the line dropping down from it is
the PLAYHEAD, and shows you where you are working in the sequence. You
can ZOOM IN to the timeline all the way down to the level of a single frame
to make refined adjustments, or ZOOM OUT to get a bigger look at your
project and to move large chunks around. You can ZOOM using the
magniffing glass tool, or the slider near the bottom left of the timeline.

COMPATIBLE FILE TYPES - You can use many different types of files in FCP.
Most common still image types such as GIF and JPEG are fine. If you use a
Photoshop file, you can even maintain independent layers.

For video,.Mov QuickTime files are preferred. If you are working with
.MPEG, .FLV, .AVI, .WMV or other file types, it is recommended that you
convert all of them into QuickTime using Compressor or QuickTimePro
before you try to edit with them.

SEQUENCE SETTINGS - Your sequence settings should match the settings of
the video clips you will be using the most for your project. For example, if
you shoot using a standard MiniDV camera, you're settings should be
DV/NTSC because that is what your camera uses to record. But there are
LOTS of other important settings, and lost of differences even within MiniDV
cameras. If you know what your settings are, or what you want them to be,
you can easily set the sequence settings BEFORE YOU START ADDING CLIPS
by'right clicking' (or'control'clicking) on your sequence in the browser and
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choosing'settings'then pressing the 'load sequence preset'button in the
bottom left corner of the window and choosing the appropriate preset
OR
If you're not sure, when you add your first clip to the sequence, FCP will offer
to set the sequence settings to match the settings of this first clip you are
introducing. This is a great way to go, as Iong as you make sure to start with
a clip that has the settings you want to use.

. WORKING WITH CLIPS IN THE VIEWER - There are some conceptual points
which are important to understand in terms of working with clips in the
viewer, how the changes you make there effect the clip and all of its instances
in your project. Setting in and out points doesn't do anything to the original
clip itself. After you drag your selection into the sequence, you could go back
to the clip in the viewer and set more in and out points to drag different parts
of the clip into your sequence.

Note, that if you double click on a clip in the timeline window, when
lou see it in the viewer, changes you make there will apply to the specific
piece of it you have in your sequence, INCLUDING the in and out points. If
you click on the original source of that piece back in the browser, then you
won't change the piece you've already put in your sequence.

Besides using the viewer to set in and out points, you can also make
changes in the 'motion' tab of the viewer that apply to the scale, position, and
movement of the clip. Again, clicking on the clip in your timeline will make
changes to just that occurrence of it whereas clicking on a clip in the browser
and making changes will then apply those changes whenever you
subsequently bring pieces of that clip down into the timeline. It will not
effect pieces of that clip which are already in your sequence before the
change is made. Got it?

Other Resources
http ://xwiki.usc.edu/groups/instructionalmaterialsl
You can find this handout and other instructional documents here on the IML
Wiki. We are in the process of creating a video tutorial of this handout, and
other aspects of FCP, including more help with COMPRESSOR.

h ttp : //www.apple,com/support/final cutpro/
Apple's Support page. You'can download their FCP Manual, chocked full of
information. It's 2033 pages! But it's searchable. They also have great
FORUMS for questions. Also searchable.

Final Cut Pro ltself - The program has built in access to its manual.
Everything you need is in there.

B



Compressor
Compressor converts video. Use it to convert videos you want to bring INTO Final Cut
Pro, and also use it to convert video coming OUT of Final Cut Pro.

GETTING VIDEO INTO FINAL CUT

1. Drag your clip onto the Compressor Icon (or right click -> open with -> 'compressor')

2. Compressor will launch,loading your clip into a new 'batch'in the top left window of
the program,

3. Now you need to tell it which settings to use to reformat your clip.
For editing, the most common format will be DV NTSC 48ktrz Anamorphic (for standard
definition)
or
DVCPRO HD 1080i60 with 48khz Stereo Audio (for high definition)
or
If you are NOT planning to edit with your converted clip and just want it in a new format,
compressor has lots of presets for making Quick Time movies that will play on certain
devices or in certain situations, such as 'iPhone' 'Apple TV'etc.

4. Apply settings, Right click on your CLIP in the batch window choose -> new target
with setting -> apple -> other workflows -> advanced format conversion -> standard def -
> DV NTSC 48Khz Anamorphic

OR

Use the SEARCH BOX on the settings window by typing in some letters for the setting
you want to find, find it, then drag it onto your clips in the batch window.



5. Set Destination. The default destination is'source'meaning that the new clip will be
created in the same place as the old clip. To change the destination, right click on your
CLIP in the batch window choose -> destination -> other. Then choose where you want
to save your new file.

6. Once your settings and destination are set, click'Submit'and then 'Submit'again to
start processing. You can check your progress by opening the'Batch Monitor'and
clicking on This Computer'to see your batch progress.

GETTING VIDEO OUT OF FINAL CUT PRO

Once you are done editing in Final Cut Pro, you may want to use compressor to convert

- your work into different formats for different uses.

Just make sure you have the proper sequence selected, and choose File > Send To >
Compressor

This will create a new batch in Compressor from your Final Cut Pro sequence. You can
then add any presets you like. The DVD settings are the most common. You can also use
presets for iPhone, AppleTV etc.
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Quick Guide to Ripping DVDs with HandBrake
for Teaching lvith Digital Media Spring 201I

Overview
HandBrake is a free program that helps you get video offof a DVD and onto your computer. The basic steps
are to l) Download and install HandBrake 2) Use it to rip your DVD 3) If you want to edit the ripped footage,
convert it to an edit-friendly format using MPEG Streamclip.

Steps
l. Download and install HandBrake (and maybe VLC Player and MPEG Streamclip).

HandBrake is available for PC and Mac, for free, at http://handbrake.fr
Find the latest version for your platform, download and install it.

HandBrake also requires that you download and install another free application called VLC
Playerwhich you can find at www.videolan.orglvlc

If you plan to convert your ripped video into an edit-friendly format, you should also download
and install M PEG Streamclip from http ://www.squiued5.com/

2. Rip DVD in HandBrake

Insert your DVD into your computer. If your computer automatically launches a DVD Playing
application, wait for it to load, and then quit this default application, being sure NOT to eject
the DVD.

Open the HandBrake application and choose the DVD you just inserted as the 'sourcd

NOTE When HandBrake launches, it prompts you to choose a'source', if HandBrake is already
open and you are switching Sources, just choose'Open Source'from the File menu to open the
Source
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Next you will need to make some settings choices about what and how to rip. Please refer
to the image below:
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A) SOURCE Choose the title you want to rip and the chapter ranges. 'Title' just refers to the
fact that there maybe multiple videos on a DVD (main feature, previews, special features, etc.). By
default, HandBrake will choose the longest title on the Disc, assuming that you want to rip the Main
Feature. By default, HandBrake chooses all the chapters of a title, but you can select a range by setting
a start and end chapter to rip.

B) DESTINATION rni, is where you set the destination for your newly created file, and the
name you want it to have. You can choose any name, but be sure not to alter the file extension (any-
thing after the period (.m4u for example).

C) PRESET The preset drawer contains many helpful presets. If you do not see the preset
drawer, choose to display it from the'Window'menu. We recommend using the'Normal'preset un-
der'Regular'

D) OUTPUT SETTINGS on.. you've selected a preset, be sure to leave most output set-
tings as they are. One place you may make changes is in the'Subtitles'window where you can choose
a'subtitle track' to include in your video. Note that the subtitle track will be 'burned in', meaning you
wont be able to turn it on and offin your final video.

E) PRESS 'START'to begin your rip.
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3. Convert to Edit-Friendly Format with MPEG Streamclip

This step is only necessary if you plan to edit (or remix) your clip.

Open your clip in MPEG Streamclip.

Choose'File' -> Export to Quicktime.

Set the'Compression to Apple DV/DVCPRO NTSC'to work in standard definition OR
set the compression to Apple DVCPRO HD 1080i60'if you plan to mix this clip with High Defini-
tion footage. NOTE if you already know the compression settings, dimensions and framerate of an
existing editing or remix project that you are trying to match, you can choose those settings here in
MPEG Streamclip. However, the options described above should work for most situations.

We recommend leaving all other settings as they are, and clicking'Make Movid when you are ready.

Choose a name and location for vour converted file and click'Save'.

That's it!
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